The AI Watch
of Suppliers and Business Partners
A Value Chain is as Strong as its Weakest Link

Use Cases
Sourcing

Industrial companies' reliance on suppliers, vendors, distributors and other
third parties increases their business’ risk exposure.

On-boarding

Any financial, operational, legal, environmental, reputational or security
issue at a related third party might reflect on the business’ performance and
image.

Suppliers’ Management
Trade Insurance

Wouldn’t you like to know
that:

Current solutions are mostly based on static information, including the third
parties’ financial reports, compliance statements and voluntary updates.

Our solution

You have checked all relevant sources
before contracting

We increase our customers’ business resilience by assisting a better
selection of their suppliers and by providing updated insights about their
suppliers and other third parties

A new potential supplier of yours is
reliable and brings relevant experience

Updated information, indicating status, changes and trends since the
last time a third party had updated its on-boarding data

You can count on your new supplier
resilience that will deliver on required
time and quality

Complementary Information, on top of standard due-diligence or onboarding packages, addressing issues that might expose our customers
to various risks, including financial, operational, legal, social,
environmental and reputational concerns.

A potential supplier of yours is
meeting all regulation requirements
A potential supplier that claims to
have years of experience, registered
his domain only 3 months ago….

Searching

We cover both Business Entities and the Major Stakeholders: owners,
officers, key employees
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Product status
MVP is completed,
Starting POCs and paid pilots.

Advantages
BizWatch covers a wide range of opportunities and risks, compared to other
solutions. The solution is industry agnostic.
BizWatch coverage is continuous, allowing our customers a proactive
approach, including preventive actions and a quick response to
identified changes.
BizWatch is based on dynamic sources, as opposed to common solutions’
reliance on static and biased information, such as third parties’ own reports,
compliance statements and voluntary updates.
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No-touch, Self-Selling-Product. Various commercial offerings, subscription
packages ranging from Freemium to Premium as well as one-time use.
Our leading team brings proven leadership, subject matter expertise,
technology and business and experience.

